Let {X n : n ∈ N} be a linear process with bounded probability density function f (x). We study the estimation of the quadratic functional
Introduction
Let f (x) be the probability density function of a sequence of identically distributed observations {X n } ∞ n=1 . The quadratic functional Q(f ) = R f 2 (x) dx plays an important role in the study of quadratic Rényi entropy R(f ) = − ln( f 2 (x) dx), Rényi (1970) , and the Shannon entropy S(f ) = − f (x) ln f (x) dx, Shannon (1948) . Entropy is widely applied in the fields of information theory, statistical classification, pattern recognition and so on since it is a measure of uncertainty in a probability distribution. In the literature, different estimators for the quadratic functional and entropies with independent data have been well studied. For example, the nearest-neighbor estimator [Leonenko, Pronzato and Savani (2008) ; Penrose and Yukich (2013) ], the kernel estimator [Hall and Marron (1987) ; Bickel and Ritov (1988) ; Giné and Nickl (2008) ], the orthogonal projection estimator [Laurent (1996 [Laurent ( , 1997 ] and the U -statistics estimator (a special kernel estimator) [Leonenko and Seleznjev (2010) ; Källberg, Leonenko and Seleznjev (2012) ] under the independence assumption. It is a challenging problem to study the estimation of the quadratic functional and the corresponding entropies for dependent case. In Källberg, Leonenko and Seleznjev (2014) the authors successfully extended the U -statistics method to m-dependence sequence. They showed the rate optimality and asymptotic normality of the U -statistics estimator for multivariate sequence. Ahmad (1979) obtained the strong consistency of the quadratic functional by orthogonal series method for stationary time series with strong mixing condition. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, general results for quadratic functional estimations of regular time series data under mild conditions are still unknown.
In this paper, we study the quadratic functional R f 2 (x) dx for the following linear process
where the innovations ε i are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) real-valued random variables in some probability space (Ω, F, P) and a i are real coefficients such that ∞ i=0 a i ε n−i converges in distribution. We would apply the kernel method which was first introduced by Rosenblatt (1956) and Parzen (1962) . This method was proved to be successful in estimating the probability density functions and their derivatives, the regression functions and so on in the independent setting; see the books [Devroye and Györfi (1985) ; Silverman (1986) ; Nadaraya (1989) ; Wand and Jones (1995) ; Schimek (2000) ; Scott (2015) ] and references therein. Kernel method was also proved to be successful in estimating the density functions and regression functions for time series data [see Tran (1992) ; Honda (2000) ; Wu and Mielniczuk (2002) ; Wu, Huang and Huang (2010)].
In the classical kernel estimation of the quadratic functional Q(f ) with i.i.d. observations
, Giné and Nickl (2008) applied a convolution method to obtain the bias E T n (h n ) − R f 2 (x) dx of the kernel estimator
They then used the Hoeffding's decomposition for U -statistics to study the stochastic part T n (h n )− E T n (h n ). In this way, they showed the rate optimality and efficiency of the kernel estimator for the quadratic functional. Krishnamurthy et. al. (2015) applied a similar method to study the L 2 2 divergence between two distributions. Nevertheless, this method does not work well in the estimation of the quadratic functional R f 2 (x)dx for linear process X n given in (1) due to the dependence structure.
Instead we utilize the Fourier transform and projection methods to derive the asymptotic properties of the kernel estimator for the quadratic functional on time series data. With the help of the Fourier transform, one can easily separate the random part X i − X j and the kernel function K in the estimator T n (h n ) given in (2) and also obtain the Hoeffding's decomposition for T n (h n ) − E T n (h n ) when {X n } is a linear process; see (33) . In fact, the Hoeffding's decomposition works for general stationary processes. Then we use projection and some kind of chain rule to determine which terms contribute to the limit and which terms are negligible. Our method is different from the martingale approximation method applied in Wu and Mielniczuk (2002) when studying the kernel density estimation for linear processes. Moreover, this method allows us to get rid of the 2nd moment assumption on the innovations of linear processes, that is, E |ε 1 | 2 < ∞. This allows innovations to take heavy tail distributions, which are often followed by data in finance, see Mittnik, Rachev and Paolella (1998) . We only need E |e ιλε 1 − φ ε (λ)| 2 ≤ c γ,2 (|λ| 2γ ∧ 1) or E |e ιλε 1 − φ ε (λ)| 4 ≤ c γ,4 (|λ| 4γ ∧ 1) for some γ ∈ (0, 1], where φ ε (λ) is the characteristic function of the innovations. The range γ ∈ (0, 1] here is optimal when ε 1 has non-degenerate distribution. In this paper, the innovations have non-degenerate distribution because of the existence of the probability density function f (x) of the linear process. See Lemma 7.4. On the other hand, our method gives a clear picture on the relationship between the linear process {X n } and the efficiency of the estimator T n (h n ). In addition, this methodology would have applications in kernel estimations. For example, we can use it to extend results in Krishnamurthy et. al. (2015) to short memory linear processes, and simplify existing proofs and assumptions in kernel density estimations. Furthermore, we could suggest a more general definition for short memory and long memory linear processes (see Definition 2.1 below) and extend our results to multivariate linear processes.
Throughout this paper, if not mentioned otherwise, the letter c, with or without a subscript, denotes a generic positive finite constant whose exact value is independent of n and may change from line to line. We use ι to denote √ −1. For a complex number z, we use z and |z| to denote its conjugate and modulus, respectively. The notation · 2 means [E | · | 2 ] 1/2 . For two functions a(x) and b(x) of real numbers, a(x)∼b(x) means a(x)/b(x) → 1 as x → ∞. For any integrable function g(x), its Fourier transform is defined as g(u) = R e ιxu g(x) dx. Let φ(λ) be the characteristic function of linear process
The paper has the following structure. The main results are given in Section 2. We then give a few examples in Section 3, an application of the results to L 2 2 divergence in Section 4, simulation study and real data analysis in Section 5, and extensions to multivariate linear processes in Section 6. Section 7 is devoted to the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, based on the Fourier transform.
Main results
If {ε i : i ∈ Z} is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables in L p (R) for some p > 0, E ε i = 0 when p ≥ 1, and {a i } ∞ i=0 is a sequence of real coefficients such that ∞ i=0 |a i | 2∧p < ∞, then the linear process X n given in (1) exists and is well-defined. For p = 2, the process has short memory (short range dependence) if ∞ i=0 |a i | < ∞ and long memory (long range dependence) otherwise. As for linear processes with symmetric α-stable innovations (0 < α ≤ 2), i.e., the law of innovations having characteristic function E [e ιλε 1 ] = exp(−c α |λ| α ) for some positive constant c α only depending on α, {X n } has short memory if ∞ i=0 |a i | α/2 < ∞ and it has long memory if
See, e.g., Hsing (1999) .
Let f (x) be the probability density function of the linear process
We study the estimation of the quadratic functional of f (x), that is, R f 2 (x)dx, when the linear process X n = ∞ i=0 a i ε n−i has short memory in the sense of the following definition.
Var (e ιλa i ε 1 ) < ∞ for all λ close enough to 0, and long memory if
Var (e ιλa i ε 1 ) < ∞ for all λ close enough to 0.
In fact this definition generalizes the definitions of short memory or long memory linear processes stated at the beginning of this section. Note that Var (e ιλε 1 ) can also be written as E |e ιλε 1 −φ ε (λ)| 2 or 1 − |φ ε (λ)| 2 . By the first part of Lemma 7.3, this definition contains the original one for linear processes with finite second moment innovations. Using the characteristic function of α-stable
,2 (|λ| α ∧ 1). Hence it also contains the one introduced in Hsing (1999) for symmetric α-stable innovations. See the details in Example 3.2.
Moreover, Definition 2.1 can be used to define short and long memory linear processes with general infinite variance innovations. Therefore, it can be applied to define all short and long memory linear processes with finite variance innovations or infinite variance innovations. The advantage of Definition 2.1 is that we only need to know the behavior of Var (e ιλa i ε 1 ) = 1 − |φ ε (a i λ)| 2 without any moment assumption. This definition relates the coefficients {a i } with the distribution of the innovations which is fully represented by the characteristic function. By contrast, the traditional definition only relates the coefficients {a i } with the moment information of the innovations. The definition in Hsing (1999) is only for linear processes with symmetric α-stable innovations and it only relates the coefficients {a i } with the parameter α of the α-stable innovations. Throughout the paper, we use Definition 2.1 to classify linear processes with short or long memory.
To estimate the quadratic functional R f 2 (x)dx, we shall apply the kernel method
where the kernel K is a symmetric and bounded function with R K(u) du = 1 and R u 2 |K(u)| du < ∞. The bandwidth sequence h n satisfies 0 < h n → 0 as n → ∞. The following are the main results of this paper.
for some γ ∈ (0, 1]. We further assume that f is bounded. Then there exist positive constants c 1 and c 2 such that
and, if additionally nh n → ∞ as n → ∞,
where
for some γ ∈ (0, 1]. We further assume that f is bounded and R | K(λ)| dλ < ∞. Then there exist positive constants c 3 and c 4 such that
and, if additionally
for some σ 2 ∈ (0, ∞). |a i | γ < ∞ in the theorems, then the linear process (1) is well-defined. However, the moment condition
is not needed in the proofs of our results.
Remark 2.2 When {X n } is an i.i.d. sequence, the kernel estimator (2) was studied in Giné and Nickl (2008) with assumptions that the density function f (x) is bounded and the smoothness condition R |λ| 2γ |φ(λ)| 2 dλ < ∞ of f (x) for γ restricted to (0, 
Remark 2.3
The assumption (3) in Theorem 2.1 is required to obtain (5) and (6) . To just get the inequality (4), we only need to assume (7) . Using Lemma 7.3, we could easily see that E |ε 1 | 4γ < ∞ and E |ε 1 | 2γ < ∞ are sufficient for these two assumptions, respectively. However, these two moment conditions are not necessary. For example, when the innovation ε 1 takes symmetric α-stable distributions with α ∈ (0, 2),
As consequences of Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, we can easily obtain the following results.
Corollary 2.1 Under the assumptions in Theorem 2.1. Let h n have order n
and, if we additional require K(x) ≥ 0 for all x, the estimator − ln(
Corollary 2.2 Under the assumptions in Theorem 2.2. Let h n have order n
for some σ 2 ∈ (0, ∞).
Examples
In this section, we shall give a few examples of linear processes to illustrate our results.
Example 3.1 (Linear process with Gaussian white noise innovations) Here the distribution of ε 1 is Gaussian with mean 0 and variance σ 2 . Note that
Therefore, Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and Corollaries 2.1 and 2.2 hold for all short memory linear processes with Gaussian white noise innovations.
Example 3.2 (Linear process with symmetric α-stable innovations) Here the distribution of ε 1 is the symmetric α-stable (SαS) with 0 < α < 2.
,2 (|λ| α ∧ 1). Therefore, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 hold for all short memory linear processes having symmetric α-stable innovations (0 < α < 2) with γ = α 4 and γ = α 2 , respectively. The central limit theorem (12) in Corollary 2.1 and the central limit theorem (15) in Corollary 2.2 hold if 1 < α < 2. We should apply Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.2 instead of Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1 in order to study all short-memory processes with α-stable innovations and coefficients satisfying i |a i | α/2 < ∞. See Step 2 of Section 5 for the detailed discussion.
where ε t are i.i.d random variables with E ε t = 0 and E ε 2 t = σ 2 ε , φ and θ are two polynomials with no common zeros,
and B is the back shift operator with B k X t = X t−k . An ARM A(p, q) process is causal if it can be written as a one-sided linear process
It is causal if and only if φ(z) = 0 for |z| ≤ 1. In this case, the coefficients of the linear process can be determined by solving
where |z| ≤ 1. It is easy to see that the coefficients a i decay exponentially fast to zero. So
This means that we can choose γ as small as possible, which will enlarge the choices of the innovations ε. Moreover, the upper bound in (5) of Theorem 2.1 can be improved to a constant multiple of
Let f (x) and g(x) be the probability densities for independent linear processes X n = (1), respectively. Then the L 2 2 divergence between f and g is defined as
. They used data splitting in the estimation which is necessary to obtain the asymptotic normality [see Gretton et. al. (2012); Krishnamurthy et. al. (2015)]. However, in our case, the data splitting is not needed.
Using similar arguments as in the proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, one can obtain the same results for T n (f, g, h n ). Together with Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we then have the following results.
Theorem 4.1 Assume that the independent linear processes {X n } and {Y n } satisfy the same conditions as in Theorem 2.1. Then there exist positive constants c 1 and c 2 such that
Let h n have order n 
and (17), (19) hold for some σ 2 ∈ (0, ∞).
Simulation study and real data analysis
In this section we first conduct a simulation study to verify the central limit theorems in Section 2 for the kernel entropy estimator of linear processes with different coefficient sequences and innovations with stable or Gaussian laws. For this purpose, we shall draw normal quantile plots and histograms, perform hypothesis tests and provide confidence intervals on the means. In the second part of this section, we apply the kernel method to study the divergences between each pair of the annual average flow distributions of four rivers on the earth. The simulation study has two steps.
Step 1: Calculate or approximate the true value of the quadratic functional R f 2 (x)dx. By the inverse Fourier transform, the probability density function f (x) of the linear process in (1) and its characteristic function φ(t) = E[e ιtX 1 ] have the following relationship:
Also, we have Bailey (1935) or its direct calculation in Sang and Sang (2017) . By the formula (21) and the application of MATLAB,
if we take d = −0.5. As a result,
In this way, we also calculate or approximate the value of R f 2 (x)dx for other d values as listed in Table 1 . . symmetric α-stable distribution with 0 < α < 2, then φ ε (t) = e −|t| α and φ(t) = e −|t| α ∞ i=0 |a i | α . In particular, if α = 1, we have the standard Cauchy distribution with φ ε (t) = e −|t| and φ(t) = e −|t| ∞ i=0 |a i | . In this case, with the help of the software Mathematica, we approximate ∞ i=0 |a i | by 100,000 i=0 |a i | and then calculate f (x) and the value of R f 2 (x)dx. The result is in Table 2 . Step (2) to estimate the true quadratic functional R f 2 (x)dx. The estimation is realized in MATLAB. Here we choose the normal kernel, that is,
2 , in the estimator T n (h n ). The other common kernel functions are also applicable since the main theorems and corollaries only assume some basic conditions on the kernel functions.
For the chosen a i =
, i ≥ 0, and for all results in Section 2, we require γ > . In this Gaussian case, we recommend to take γ = 1 and h n to have the order of n − 2 5 to make (12) hold for all d < 0. To apply kernel method in estimation, one should select an optimal bandwidth based on some criteria, for example, to minimize the mean squared error. For the i.i.d. case, Giné and Nickl (2008) construct a kernel-based rate adaptive estimator of R f 2 (x)dx by selecting the bandwidth h n adaptively in the first step. It is interesting to investigate the bandwidth adaptive kernel estimator of R f 2 (x)dx for linear processes from both theoretical and application viewpoints. However, it seems that the study in this direction is very difficult. We leave it as an open question for future study. For the current simulation study, we take h n = n −2/5 in the Gaussian case.
Case 2. In the α-stable case,
,4 (|λ| α ∧ 1) and
,2 (|λ| α ∧ 1). Therefore, Theorem 2.1 (Corollary 2.1) and Theorem 2.2 (Corollary 2.2) hold for all short memory linear processes having symmetric α-stable innovations (0 < α < 2) with γ = (14) for α ∈ (0, 1] and the central limit theorem (15) only for α ∈ (1, 2). Hence if 1 < α < 2, we should take h n to have the order of n − 1 α+1 to confirm the central limit theorem (15) . If 0 < α ≤ 1, we should not expect to have (15) . But in this case we can take h n with √ nh n → ∞ to confirm the central limit theorem (10) in Theorem 2.2. In the simulation study, we take h n = n −2/5 . In Theorem 2. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the histograms with kernel density fits and normal Q-Q plots of r n = √ n T n (h n ) − R f 2 (x) dx from m = 1, 000 simulated linear processes with Gaussian innovations and d = −0.1, −0.9, −3.5. It is clear that the realizations of r n are distributed as some normal distribution in each case. We also have performed simulation study for d = −0.3, −0.5, −0.7, −1.5 and −2.5 and obtained similar plots and results.
We then perform hypothesis test H 0 : µ = 0; H 1 : µ = 0 for the mean of the asymptotic distribution of r n and provide the 95% confidence interval for µ for each value of d. The result is listed in Table 3 . It is clear that r n is asymptotically centered in each case. Over all, the simulation study here confirms the analysis for the Gaussian case based on the main results in Section 2. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the histograms with kernel density fits and normal Q-Q plots of Figure 7 and the autocorrelation plots in Figure 8 show the stationarity and short memory property of the river flow level of each river.
We apply the estimator to calculate the divergence between the flow distributions of every two rivers. As in the simulation study, we take the standard normal density function as the kernel function. The right part of Figure 7 gives the kernel density estimations of river flows for each river. Since they approximately follow some normal distributions, we let the bandwidth to be h n = 96 −0.4 ≈ 0.161. All the divergences are presented in Table 4 . According to the density curves in Figure 7 , it is not a surprise that the biggest L 2 2 divergence is between the Gota River and the Rhine River. The density functions of these two rivers do not have much overlap although they are very close in location. On the other hand, the density functions of Gota River and Rhine River, in particular the density function of the Gota River, have much bigger values in their supports than those of the other two rivers. The squared difference (f (x) − g(x)) 2 , not the relative location between the supports of f (x) and g(x), makes contribution to the value of the L 2 2 divergence D(f, g). Mississippi River and Danube River have very similar density functions in terms of supports and values. Mississippi River has the smallest maximum density and it has a little bit overlap with Gota River or Rhine River. There is almost no overlap between the Danube River and Gota River or Rhine River. This explains the order of the divergences in Table 4 . 
Extensions to multivariate linear processes
In this section, we denote norm functions in various linear spaces by | · |.
In the sequel, we give extensions to the following multivariate linear process
where the innovations ε i are i.i.d. d × 1 random vectors in some probability space (Ω, F, P) and a i
It is easy to see that the multivariate linear process X n in (22) exists and is well defined when
Let f be the probability density function of X n . To estimate the quadratic functional of f , we would use the estimator
where the kernel K is a symmetric and bounded function with
We require the following assumptions on a i and ε i .
Assumption 1 det(a 0 ) = 0, det(a m ) = 0 for some m ≥ 1 and a i = d × d zero matrix for all i > m, and
Assumption 2 det(a 0 ) = 0, det(a p ) = 0 and det(a q ) = 0 with p = min{i ∈ N : det(a i ) = 0} and q = min{i ∈ N : det(a i ) = 0 and i > p} < ∞,
Assumption 3 det(a 0 ) = 0, det(a p ) = 0 with p = min{i ∈ N : det(a i ) = 0} < ∞, ∃ indice i r such that det(a ir − a ir+r ) = 0 for each r ∈ {1, · · · , p},
Using similar arguments as in the proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 with some proper modifications, we can get the following results.
Theorem 6.1 Under the assumption 1 or 2, we further assume that f is bounded. Then there exist positive constants c 1 and c 2 such that
and, if additionally n det(h n ) → ∞ as n → ∞,
Theorem 6.2 Under the assumption 3, we further assume that f is bounded and
Then there exist positive constants c 3 and c 4 such that
for some σ 2 ∈ (0, ∞). 
, then results in Theorem 6.1 still hold with the right hand side of (23) replaced by a constant multiple of det(h n ) 2γ and η n,γ in (24) by 0, respectively.
Proofs
In this section, the proofs of our main results, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, are given. First we provide two useful lemmas based on the projection method. For each i ∈ Z, let F i be the σ-field generated by {ε k : k ≤ i}. Given an integrable complexvalued random variable Z, we define the following projection operator P i as
for each i ∈ Z. It is easy to see that
for any two integrable complex-valued random variables Z and W if i = j. The estimation in the following lemma is useful in deriving the order of the bias of the kernel estimator (2).
Then there exists a positive constant c such that
where p = min{i ∈ N : a i = 0} < ∞. Moreover, the right hand side of the above inequality is equal to 0 if a i = 0 for all i ∈ N.
Proof. It suffices to show the case when a i = 0 for some i ∈ N. Recall the definition of projection operator P k in (29) . Applying telescoping, (30) and the triangle inequality, we have
Note that
Next, we decompose the triple sum
n j=i+1 i k=−∞ into the sum with k < i, the sum with k = i and i + 2 ≤ j ≤ n and the sum with k = i and j = i + 1. By Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we
Note that the second term on the right hand side of the above inequality is less than
Therefore, using the conditions of the lemma,
This gives the desired result. infinite many i ∈ N, then for each r ∈ {1, 2, · · · , p}, q r = min{i ∈ N : a i − a i+r = 0} < ∞ and
The next lemma is needed in the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Lemma 7.2 For any m ∈ N and γ ∈ (0, 1], if E |e ιλε 1 − φ ε (λ)| 2 ≤ c γ,2 |λ| 2γ ∧ 1 , then there exists a positive constant c such that
H(X i ).
for each i ∈ N. Then, φ ε (λa j ) and
Since I and III are independent,
for i ≥ 1 and P 0 H(X 0 ) 2 2 = 1 − |φ ε (λa 0 )| 2 . Consequently,
This completes the proof.
Now we give the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof will be done in several steps.
Step 1. We give the estimation for
By Fourier inverse transform, T n (h n ) can be written as
Together with the Plancherel theorem, we have
Using Lemma 7.1 and the inequality
In the case that {X i } n i=1 are i.i.d. random variables, the term (32) equals zero and hence
n . This is consistent with the result using convolution method as in Giné and Nickl (2008).
Step 2. We give the decomposition for
Using (31), we can obtain the following decomposition
Step 3. Here we estimate E |D n | 2 . We first assume that {X n } is m-dependent, that is, a 0 = 0, a m = 0 and a i = 0 for all i > m. In this case,
For the first expectation on the right hand side of (34),
where in the last inequality we used the Plancherel theorem.
where in the last inequality we used the fact that (35) and (36) gives
In the sequel, we can assume that a 0 = 0 and a i = 0 for infinite many i ∈ N. Let p 1 = min{i ∈ N : a i = 0} and p 2 = min{i ∈ N :
for 0 ≤ p ≤ p 1 and
We first estimate I 0 . Note that
and
Recall properties of the projection operator P k defined in (29) . It is easy to see that, for 1 ≤ q ≤ p 2 ,
Since lim i→∞ a i = 0 and a i = 0 for infinite many i ∈ N, there exist infinite many indices k such that a k+q = a k . Doing some simple calculations then gives
To estimate the last term in the upper bound of I 2 0 , observe that
where I 1 (λ 1 , λ 2 ) = j−i 1 ≥p 2 +1, j−i 2 ≥p 2 +1, i 2 >i 1 E [P i 1 H(X i 1 )(λ 1 )P i 2 H(X i 2 )(−λ 2 )P j H(X j )(−λ 1 )P j H(X j )(λ 2 )] , I 2 (λ 1 , λ 2 ) = j−i 1 ≥p 2 +1, j−i 2 ≥p 2 +1, i 1 <i 2 E [P i 1 H(X i 1 )(λ 1 )P i 2 H(X i 2 )(−λ 2 )P j H(X j )(−λ 1 )P j H(X j )(λ 2 )] , I 3 (λ 1 , λ 2 ) = j−i 1 ≥p 2 +1, j−i 2 ≥p 2 +1, i 2 =i 1 E [P i 1 H(X i 1 )(λ 1 )P i 2 H(X i 2 )(−λ 2 )P j H(X j )(−λ 1 )P j H(X j )(λ 2 )] .
Note that Similarly,
Finally,
E [P i H(X i )(λ 1 )P i H(X i )(−λ 2 )P j H(X j )(−λ 1 )P j H(X j )(λ 2 )] ≤ c 19 n 2 |φ ε ((λ 1 − λ 2 )a p 1 )||φ ε ((λ 1 − λ 2 )a p 2 )|.
Therefore, 
Using similar arguments, for 1 ≤ p ≤ p 1 , we can obtain
We now estimate I p 1 +1 . Note that
where J n (λ 1 , λ 2 ) = E P k 1 H(X i 1 )(λ 1 )P k 2 H(X j 1 )(−λ 1 )P k 3 H(X i 2 )(−λ 2 )P k 4 H(X j 2 )(λ 2 ) .
Recall properties of the projection operator P k defined in (29) . By Cauchy-Schartz inequality and the condition (3), we can obtain at least two k indices are identical, identical k indices are greater than the others
There are only four possibilities for the k indices in the above summation: 1) all the k indices are identical; 2) three k indices are identical and strictly larger than the last one; 3) two pairs of different identical k indices; 4) one pair of identical k indices and strictly larger than the remaining two different indices. For the first three possibilities, the summation in (40) is less than a constant multiple of n 2 since Step 5. We show the central limit theorem for
It suffices to consider the case when the X i are dependent. Note that
λa j ε i−j +ι i−1 j=0 λa j ε i−j e ιλa i ε 0 − e ιλa i ε 0 dλ F 0 , where {ε i : i ∈ Z} is an independent copy of {ε i : i ∈ Z}. For the second inequality, E |e ιλε 1 − φ ε (λ)|
